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Natural disasters worksheets for esl students.
By broyteacheer_admin 78,554 views that the general interest is just one of the reasons why your ESL class will appreciate these activities planned around the extreme time, so take refuge and jump directly! Try these interesting climatic activities ESL Exl 1 a disaster plan from the moment we were young, we listened to our teachers, fire brigade and
police officers talk about having a family disaster plan. The intent of these plans is to prepare themselves in an emergency, to make sure your family knows how to stay safe and find themselves in an emergency. Challenge your students to develop your own family disaster plan in case of extreme weather conditions or another disaster at home. Your
students can follow these detailed instructions to develop emergency plans and get the practice of reading understanding at the same time, but also your students will have to do a little research, to complete their family disaster plans. Or in groups or individually, students should make a list of possible emergency situations that could happen in your
community. After making the list, get pairs of students seek how to handle each of these specific emergencies before writing their plans. Finally, each student wrote his family plan with the help of his parents and his brothers. Not only your class will receive language experience from the activity, they will be prepared in the rare case of a dangerous
event! 2 A Twister is coming Tornadoes has been the subject of many films, but two are distinguished as more popular. The first is the wizard of oz in which a dorothy whip tornado to the imaginative world of oz, home and everything, in a wind funnel. The second film, which is centered on Tornadoes, is twister. In this popular film, storm calamities
run after dangerous storms for weather research purposes. These two films can provide your students with the opportunity to practice their observational and analytical abilities. Start this activity explaining to your class the function of a Venn diagram. These two superimposed circles are used to organize information on two different but similar
elements. Show your class clips from each movie. If you don't have your copies you can use the Oz Tornado Scene and Twister The First Tornado Scenes wizard be available on YouTube.com. After seeing the two scenes, your students work in pairs to complete the diagram. In the overlap section of the diagram, they should write words that describe
how tornadoes were portrayed in both films. In the remaining space, they should provide specific tornado details for each movie. They can then use this information to write a reaction to the cinema. If you have time to watch the twister's totality, you can present your students to the idea of Chasers Storm. These scientists seek extreme time through
those similar to those portrayed in the film. You can give your students additional exposure to storm hunters through episodes of storm managers available on Discovery.com. Students can use the information they receive from these programs to decide which film has portrayed more carefully. You may also want to give your students some information
about Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Tornado Vicolo". This area of the United States is more known for your frequency of tornado even if the name is not official. 3 I feel the area of the Earth depending on the area in which you live, earthquakes can be a realistic danger for your students. This educational video on earthquake security is not only informative, it makes a
good cloze listening activity for ESL students. Dai to your Students a copy of the following steps to be undertaken in the event of an earthquake The audacious words removed). So reproduce the video for them several times challenging them to fill the blank spaces. Once your students have finished watching the video, have a couple compare their
answers, then give the correct answers to your class. You can choose to review the non-family vocabulary after giving your students students Correct answers. Don't panic. Go under a table or a desk. Check the injuries. Call emergency services to get help for injuries. Leave the room. Exit the building. Once outside, go to the evacuation point of
assembly. Wait for more instructions. 4 The fire ring is you and your family students with the expression Ã ¢ â,¬ "The fire ring? The Pacific fire ring is a used expression to describe the Pacific area hosting over 75% of the world volcanoes! Although your students will probably never experience a first-hand volcanic eruption, they can get some map
reading skills by tracing the active volcanoes on the earth on a world map. Using this list, i Your students work in small groups or as a class to mark the position of these volcanoes. Which area of the world has the largest number of volcanoes? Now give your students some basic information on the Pacific Fire ring. You can use this short Article from
Wikipedia, before asking each person to explain with his own words, both written and as an oral interview, because he thinks that the fire ring is a good or bad name for that area of the world. 5 Help in Rescue here NDO The communities suffer natural disasters, emergency rescue agencies often enter to help. Some of the most popular relief agencies
are the international Red Cross, the doctors without borders and the body of mercy. Set student groups in some online searches to investigate the history of one of these agencies. They should be able to find source material quickly and easily. You may want to give your students a list of questions to make them start their search. What services are the
Agency today? How does the agency determine which community need assistance? When and why was the organization been founded? Where do you get the money to support their services? Once your students have completed their search, they bring the time for group presentations. Ask your students to collectively present the information they
found and make sure that each student performs part in the presentation. Not only will these presentations will offer your students talking about practice, they will also provide information on emergency services that could be useful at some point in the future. In the event of an emergency, it is always better to be prepared and have the correct
information is a large part of that battle. Make sure your students are armed as they can be for anything you can come! They will improve their linguistic abilities in the process and will earn some of the knowledge necessary to keep safe in an emergency. P.S. If you liked this article, please help you spreading it by clicking on one of the sharing
buttons below. And if you are interested in more, you should follow our Facebook page where we share more on creative and not boring ways to teach English. Get the entire Budleacher library: greatly improves the way they teach you save lesson preparation time time with the entire budget library. Includes the best of the budget: all 80 of our PDF ebooks. This is 4,036 pages full of thousands of practical activities and suggestions that you can start using today. 30-day guaranteed refund. Find out more prev Next almost every textbook will have a section on natural disasters and this activity can be a fun way to discuss the opinions and opinions of students in a scenario of natural disasters. There
are two different deaths included in this post.Handout to "Show 24 different items that have been given to the Tsunami 2011 survivors. Download (PDF, 728KB) Dispenser BÃ ¢ shows the consequence of a recent hurricane in America and shows the contents of a recommended surviving kit to be used after this scenario Download (PDF, 1.05 MB)
Activity time: Ã, 15 Ã ¢ â,¬ " 30 minutes + Materials required: Ã, at least one photocopy of the sheets below for student or by group. Pre-teaches vocabulary: pantry to: rope, sheet of land, masks, florism. Handout B: towels, emergency survival blanket, poncho , Tape and Batteries. Method: 1.Give Each Group Group A photocopy of Student Handout
Handout A or B. 2. To request each of the students to consider who survived one of the above disasters. They are allowed to take 10 items from the list. 3. Ask students to decide which items they would take and tell them they have to justify their decisions. 4. Sort which group made the best choice. The Children's ESL David Mulcahy are licensed with
a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 license is not authorized. Based on a work on www.elskidsgames.com. Below you'll find two worksheets of natural disasters, it seems that not only are these :( and almost every day, are also increasingly part of the school curriculum. I found these cute, considering the topic, the images
and thought they would do be useful for younger students or to introduce the topic more gently if necessary. I also made a series of Domino puzzles to these activities and as both the worksheets that the activity can be used together as a working pattern or as a stand-Daone activities. also imposterÃ² Li as a series of flashcards can then be introduced
to the students before the activity. I hope they are useful and if you need the modified versions are in the store. FREE natural Disasters Vocabulary DOWN hope they are useful and please let me know if they were. If you need an editable copy feel free to test it in the store (it will be a dollar just to Aiut are with the costs of running the website) in
order T or Continue to enjoy our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you so much for your cooperation. This lesson teaches the vocabulary of the English students of natural disasters. The lesson teaches children ESL like talking about disaster safety before, during and after. His grammar goal is to strengthen the use of
the modal verb Ã ¢ ¬ Ã ~ Ã Â «Â» â ¢ Â "Â ¢ â" ¢ â to give advice. The lesson also teaches the use of the clause Ã ¢ ¬ ¬ Ã ¢ Ã ¢ Ã ¢ â ¬ Â "clause clausolaÂ" zero conditional sentences. Zero Condildas are commonly used to talk about facts or truth established. This English class also reviews the use of the word Ã ¢ â,¬Å SauseauseÃ ¢ â ¢ â,¬â, which
is used during the reasons. 1 Â ° Ã ¢ â ¬ "This animated video cartoon presents a brief conversation, followed by vocabulary and by the breaking of the sentence. It is essential to introduce the words, phrases, grammar, spelling and sentences of lesson in context. Look repeatedly to master the content. the video plays on any device. 2 Â ° Ã ¢ â ¬
"Then the student playing this fun game after watching the video, to practice the lesson content. The game Key Reviews vocabulary, grammar and phrases from the lessons. This game can be played on any device. 3 Â ° Ã ¢ â ¬ "Finally the student takes this drive test. Your score for this test is captured in the LMS and gives educators an idea of how
well their students. The test opens any device Ã ¢ â ¬ "Mobile & PC. The following worksheets are useful for offline activities and in the classroom. These printable exercises are directly correlated with the "natural disasters lesson above. Each worksheet comes with an answer sheet on the second page for educators. Today at school, the teacher leads
a disaster drill to help students learn how to be safe during a tornado. Ms. Ann explores possible scenarios during a tornado and recommended actions to stay safe. students also want to know why © these actions are important. Ms. Ann makes good job of explaining reasons for students. Vocabulary: natural disaster Tornado lightning storms
earthquake volcanic eruption Tsunami typhoon Words Drill Mermaid Prepare Out of Outside Indoors Funnel Cloud Sound Wall Spin Safe Destrity Winds Disaster Phrases Disaster Tips Ã ¢ â,¬ "Using Modal Ã ¢ â,¬ Å" Should / should not be indoors during a tornado. You should go to the corner of the room. You shouldn't go out during a tornado. You
shouldn't stay close to Windows during a tornado. Tips of the earthquake: before, during and later before Earthquake, you should make preparatory exercises. During an earthquake, you should move away from the high buildings. After an earthquake, you shouldn't go into damaged buildings. If clause + main clause in conditional sentences if there is
a tornado, you should hide under a table. If you see the clouds forming a funnel, it's a tornado. If you feel the land that agitates, it's an earthquake. Give reasons - because because we should put our heads down on your knees? Because if something flies, he wouldn't hit his head. Why should we protect our heads? Because your head is the most
important part of your body. Extended Vocabulary - Word Association Tornado Punnel Cloud Earthquake Shake / Tremors Volcanic Eruption Lava Flow Tsunami Big Wave Typhoon Strong Twenty This lesson is part of the level of English level 7. Download level 7 Manual of the course manual
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